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Alcohol & E-commerce
A Canadian Perspective



Introduction

✤ Canada has a much more restrictive 
regulatory approach to alcohol sale 
and distribution than most of the 
world

✤ Tiny fraction of wine sales in Canada 
are e-commerce driven

✤ Why?
✤ History

✤ Regulatory Perspectives

✤ Regulatory Issues

✤ Examples



Prohibition Era Attitudes Still Persist

✤ Prohibition: moral objection to 
alcohol sales (incl. wine) = 
dangerous – social unrest

✤ Prohibition: ban entirely

✤ Post-Prohibition: still dangerous –
strict regulation



Issue: Vendor and Purchaser 
Control

✤ Examples of strict regulation

✤ Government retail stores
✤ Monopoly wholesale systems in 

all provinces

✤ Permit control systems

✤ Belief that purchase controls will 
improve social issues and/or alcohol 
related harms



Issue: Controlling the Money

 Examples of strict regulation
 Restrictions on “where the 

money goes”
 Operations as agent of 

government
 Distrust of private business to 

operate in alcohol sector
 Liquor inspectors



Traditional Wine Retail Transaction

✤ Traditional wine sale is relatively simple

Vendor
(retailer, winery, 
restaurant, bar)

$

Purchaser



Ecommerce: Nature of Transaction

✤ New world e-commerce transaction not so simple

Vendor

Purchaser

Marketer
Payment

+
Order

Logistics



Regulatory Approach

✤ Ecommerce = Wild West

✤ Control focused regulators 
have a difficult time

✤ Slow response

✤ Significant confusion

✤ Overly restrictive initial 
attempts at regulation



Ecom Challenge: Wholesale Distribution

✤ Import product forced into 
government distribution 
channel where there is little or 
no e-commerce

✤ Inefficient warehousing & 
distribution of import products

✤ Advantages to local product



Ecom Challenge: Retail Distribution

✤ Limited availability of private 
retail for e-commerce

✤ No licenses for ecommerce 
alone

✤ TPM Control issue
✤ No licenses available for 

“web” operations
✤ Must operate from physical 

store
✤ Need to buy a restricted retail 

license at great cost

✤ Still no detailed guidelines



Ecom Challenge: Taxation + Markups 

✤ Wholesale level markups vary 
a lot from province to 
province

✤ Combined markup + sales 
taxes can be very high 
(in BC = 89% + 10% + 5%)

✤ “Jurisdiction shopping”
✤ Direct sale to consumers into 

Canada not practical in most 
provinces due to difficult 
importation process



✤ Requirement for license in 
most provinces

✤ Advertising and marketing 
rules
✤ Many arcane rules

✤ Can’t depict actual 
consumption

Ecom Challenge: Marketing



✤ Comeau case
✤ Meet Gerard Comeau
✤ Wanted to save $ on beer and spirits so 

he drove to Quebec
✤ Couldn’t order it – no e-comm in NB

✤ 1928: federal prohibition on 
interprovincial shipment of alcohol

✤ Patchwork quilt of provincial 
restrictions – often regulate possession 
of imported wine

✤ Only one province is truly “open”

Example: Delivery/Shipping



✤ SCC upheld provincial restrictions!
✤ Neo-prohibition arguments accepted!

✤ Access and prices

✤ Allowed monopoly restrictions

✤ Shut down interprovincial e-commerce

✤ Progress in June: Recent repeal of 
federal prohibition after 91 years!
✤ New era ahead?

✤ Applies to wineries and retailers

Example: Delivery/Shipping



Conclusion

✤ Post-Prohibition regulatory structure will 
likely inhibit e-commerce for the 
foreseeable future

✤ Neo-prohibition advocates bring new 
challenges

✤ Imported product is disadvantaged vs 
local product

✤ Reform progress is slow, but recent 
changes bring hope

✤ Be thankful if you live elsewhere!



Thank You! Questions?

✤ Mark Hicken

✤ Vintage Law Group

✤ @markhicken

✤ T 604 868 1375 
E mark@winelaw.ca
W www.winelaw.ca

http://www.winelaw.ca
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